Correlation between Small-Angle X-ray Scattering spectra and apparent diffusion coefficients in the study of structure and interaction of sodium taurodeoxycholate micelles.
Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out on aqueous micellar solutions of the ionic biological detergent sodium taurodeoxycholate (NaTDC). Apparent diffusion coefficients (D(app)) and SAXS spectra of NaTDC 0.1 M solutions at different ionic strengths (0.1-0.3 M NaCl) were reported. A comparative analysis of SAXS spectra and D(app) data was performed to infer information on particle structure and interaction potential. Uniform particles with a spherical, an oblate, and a prolate symmetry were used to model the micelles in the data interpretation. A hard-core interaction shell of suitable thickness and a screened Coulomb potential of the electric double layer (EDL potential) were alternatively used to represent the long-range repulsive tail of the interaction potential. The Percus Yevick and the Rescaled Mean Spherical Approximation were applied. To compare the data of the two techniques, for each sample, a D(app) was calculated from the SAXS best-fitting geometrical parameters and interparticle structure factor of the micelles. Hence, a fitting procedure involving both the scattering and D(app) data was performed. The interpretation of SAXS spectra does not allow the discrimination between the oblate and the prolate symmetries of the aggregates. On the other hand, the comparison of calculated and experimental D(app) values indicates that the prolate ellipsoid is better suited to represent the micelle shape. Moreover, the agreement between calculated and experimental D(app) values is sensitively better at the lowest NaCl concentration when the EDL potential is used. A rodlike micellar growth and a progressive screening of the electrostatic interactions is testified by the trends of best-fitting parameters as a function of the added electrolyte.